We implement GAP functions about groups with action on itself and investigate some basic properties of small groups with action on itself of order < 32.
INTRODUCTION
The notion of group with action on itself ( or shortly group with action ) was introduced by T. Datuashvili in [1, 2] for solving the problem stated by J.-L. Loday in [5, 6] , to define algebraic objects called "coquecigrues" which would have an analogous role for Leibniz algebras as groups have for Lie algebras. In [1] , the notion of central series of groups with action was defined and given analogue of Witt's construction [8] for such objects. For this a condition was found and constructed a subcategory of the category of groups with action whose objects satisfy this condition which was called Condition 1.
It was interesting to investigate what kind of properties do small groups with action on itself have. In standard GAP [3] library, there is no function about the groups with action on itself. For this first we added the function AllGwAOnGroup(G), to obtain all group with action from a small group G.
Then we added some functions to get ideals, center and isomorphism family of a given group with action GA. Finally, we added the functions NilpotencyClassOfGwA(GA), IsSingular(GA), IsGwAC1(GA) which check if the group with action GA is nilpotent, singular or satisfies Condition 1 or not. Additionally, to prove our main result Theorem 25, we constructed an enumeration table of group with action obtained from small groups with order < 32.
We shall denote the category of groups with action by Gr
• . Let Ab • denote the category of abelian groups with action; here we mean the action within Gr
• . We have the functors
where Q 1 (G), for G ∈ Gr • , is the greatest quotient group of G which makes the action trivial; Q 2 (G) is a quotient of G by the equivalence relation generated by the relation g h ∼ −h + g + h, g, h ∈ G; A is the abelianization functor, thus A(G) = G/(G, G), where (G, G) is the ideal of G generated by the commutator normal subgroup of G. A(G) has the induced operation of action on itself. Each group can be considered as a group with the trivial action or with the action by conjugation, these give functors T and C, respectively. Every object of Ab
• can be considered as an object of Gr • ; this functor is denoted by E. It is easy to see that the functors Q 1 , Q 2 and A are left adjoints to the functors T, C and E respectively. Also we have the forgetful functor U : Gr
• −→ Gr which takes a group with action to its underlying group. In the sequel, the groups with actions will be denoted by the letters 
Proposition 5 If A • is an ideal of G • , then the quotient group G/A with the induced action on itself is an object of Gr
• .
In what follows, for 
Definition 6 Let
In [1] , category of groups (Abelian groups) with action Gr c (Ab c ) satisfying this condition and category of Lie-Leibniz algebras LL were defined. Then proved that the analogue of Witt's construction defines a functor L L : Gr c −→ LL which gives rise to Leibniz algebras (introduced in [5] ) over the ring of integers by compositions Gr 
CENTER AND NILPOTENCY OF A GROUP WITH ACTION
In this section first we introduce the center of a group with action and prove that our definition coincides with generalized definition of centers in algebraic categories introduced by Hug in [4] . Then we introduce the notion of nilpotency (class) of a group with action and give the main theorem which states that the nilpotent group with action obtained from group with order < 32 have nilpotency class 1 or 2.
On the other hand, we have h
Definition 15 [4] Two coterminal morphisms β 1 : B 1 −→ A and β 1 : B 2 −→ A are said to commute if there exists a morphism 
commutative. In addition, if we have a monomorphism α : B −→ A, then it is said that B is a central subobject of A.
Definition 16 [4] The center of an object is defined as the maximal central subobject, relative to the order relation that exists on the set of monomorphisms.
Consequently, we have β (g, h) = g + α(h), for all g ∈ G, h ∈ H which makes α a group with action homomorphism.
Indeed,
and similarly, we have α
is the maximal central subobject, as required. [4] 
Corollary 18 Definition 13 coincides with Hug's definition given in
Proof. Follows from Definitions 13, 16 and Proposition 17.
In addition, for any group H, we have the group with action H • whose underlying group is H and the action is defined by conjugation.
In this case, Z(H) coincides with Z(H • ). The category Gr
• is not a category of interest since the binary operation (i.e. the action) is not distributive. Nevertheless, we define the singular objects in Gr
• in analogues way as it is in [7] .
Definition 19 We say a group with action is singular if it coincides with its center.
Example 20 The Klein four group C 2 × C 2 with the action ǫ 1 defined in Example 12 is singular.
A group with actions obtained from an abelian group is not a singular group with action, in general. The following GAP session gives two groups with action obtained from cyclic group C 4 . One of them is singular and the other is not. 
Proposition 21 A group with action G
• is singular iff
Proof. Direct checking. 
GAP IMPLEMENTATIONS OF GROUPS WITH ACTION
There is no function for presenting of a group with action in standard GAP library. First, we add the function AllGwAOnGroup(G), whose output is all groups with action obtained from a given group G, by constructing all homomorphisms from G to its automorphism group. For example, if we take G = S 3 , we have the following; We add the function IsIdeal(GA,HA). By this we investigate if the subobject HA is an ideal of GA or not. In addition, the functions NrIdealOnGwA(GA), AllIdealOnGwA(GA) are used to get all ideals and number of all ideals of a given group with action GA, respectively. We add the function NilpotencyClassOfGwA(GA) to obtain the nilpotency class of a given group with action GA. The step-by-step construction of the function is as follows:
Step 1 : We add the Commutator() function to obtain the commutator subobject of a given group with action GA.
Step 2 : We obtain the lower central series of GA by the function LowerCentralSeriesOfGwA(GA). We use the following steps to obtain the isomorphism classes of a group with action;
Step 1 : We add the functions GwAMorphism(phi), IsGwAMorphism(phi) to obtain and control group with action homomorphisms.
Step 2 : We add the function IsIsomorphicGwA(GA,HA) to check if two groups with action are isomorphic or not.
Step 3 : IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA,GA) gives the isomorphism family of a given group with action.
gap> IsIsomorphicGwA(GA,HA); false gap> IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA [1] ,aGA); 1 => [ 1 ] gap> IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA [2] ,aGA); 3 => [ 2, 3, 4 ] gap> IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA [5] ,aGA); 2 => [ 5, 10 ] gap> IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA [6] ,aGA); 3 => [ 6, 8, 9 ] gap> IsomorphicGwAFamily(aGA [7] ,aGA); 1 => [ 7 ] We add the function IsGwAC1(GA) which controls if the group with action GA satisfies Condition 1 or not. In this session, we select the fourth group with action obtained from Using above implementations, we have following table which gives some algebraic properties of groups with action obtained from groups with order < 32.
In the fifth row of the table the groups with action obtained from the Klein four group, C 2 × C 2 are investigated. There are 10 groups with action and 3 isomorphism families. Two of them satisfy Condition 1 and one of them does not.One of them has 5 ideals and two of them have 3 ideals. There is one group with action with nilpotency class 2, one with nilpotency class 1 and one is not nilpotent.
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